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QUESTION 1

You need to recommend a solution to synchronize Database2 to App1_Db1. What should you recommend? 

A. Change data capture 

B. Snapshot replication 

C. Master Data Services 

D. Transactional replication 

Correct Answer: D 

Scenario: 

*

 Data from Database2 will be accessed periodically by an external application named Application1. The data from
Database2 will be sent to a database named App1_Db1 as soon as changes occur to the data in Database2. 

*

 All data in Database2 is recreated each day and does not change until the next data creation process. 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to recommend a solution that addresses the backup issue. The solution must minimize the amount of
development effort. What should you include in the recommendation? 

A. Indexed views 

B. Filegroups 

C. Table partitioning 

D. Indexes 

Correct Answer: B 

*

 Backup Issues 

Customers who have large amounts of historical purchase order data report that backup time is unacceptable. 

*

 For very large databases (and by that, I mean, at least 500gb, but more like 5-10tb or more), it can become too
expensive to regularly run a straight full backup . So, where needed, you can choose to backup smaller pieces of the
database 

by choosing to back up one of the files or file groups that make up a database. 
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QUESTION 3

Your network contains an Active Directory domain that has two groups named Group1 and Group2. 

The domain contains two SQL Server instances named SQLDev and SQLProd. Each SQL Server instance has access
to various storage media. 

The SQL Server instances have a database that contains a table named Table1. 

Table1 contains a column named Column1. The value for Column1 can be either Value1 or Value2. 

You need to recommend a solution to ensure that users in Group1 can retrieve only rows from Column1 that contain the
value of Value1. 

What should you recommend? 

A. A dynamic management view 

B. Filegroups 

C. Snapshot isolation 

D. User-defined views 

Correct Answer: D 

A view is a virtual table whose contents are defined by a query. Like a table, a view consists of a set of named columns
and rows of data. Unless indexed, a view does not exist as a stored set of data values in a database. The rows and 

columns of data come from tables referenced in the query defining the view and are produced dynamically when the
view is referenced. 

A view acts as a filter on the underlying tables referenced in the view. 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms190174.aspx Incorrect: 

Not A: Dynamic management views and functions return server state information that can be used to monitor the health
of a server instance, diagnose problems, and tune performance. 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms188754(v=sql.120).aspx 

 

QUESTION 4

You deploy a SQL Server instance named SQLProd that uses SQL Server 2014. 

You need to recommend a solution to monitor the transactions that are running currently against SQLProd. The solution
must minimize the amount of custom code required. 

What should you recommend? 

A. Statistics 

B. A dynamic management view 
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C. A trigger 

D. User-defined views 

Correct Answer: B 

Dynamic management views and functions return server state information that can be used to monitor the health of a
server instance, diagnose problems, and tune performance. 

Transactions can be monitored. 

Reference: Dynamic Management Views and Functions (Transact-SQL) 

 

QUESTION 5

You need to recommend a solution to allow application users to perform UPDATE operations on the database tables.
The solution must meet the business requirements. What should you recommend? 

A. Create a user-defined database role and add users to the role. 

B. Create stored procedures that use EXECUTE AS clauses. 

C. Create a Policy-Based Management Policy. 

D. Create functions that use EXECUTE AS clauses. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 6

You are creating a database that will store usernames and credit card numbers for an application. 

You need to recommend a solution to store and reuse the credit card numbers in the database. 

What should you recommend? More than one answer choice may achieve the goal. Select the BEST answer. 

A. Data encryption 

B. Transparent Data Encryption (TDE) 

C. Encrypting File System (EPS) 

D. Data hashing 

Correct Answer: B 

If we are going to encrypt credit card number for storage, then we should have Data Encryption Key (DEK) for
encrypting the credit card number. Reference: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb934049.aspx 
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QUESTION 7

You need to distribute functionality across the three servers. 

Which function should you assign to each server? To answer, drag the appropriate functions to the correct servers.
Each function may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or
scroll to view content. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Note: 

* Scenario: The current nightly backups have been failing due to insufficient space on the available drives and manual
drive cleanup often needing to happen to get past the errors. Additional space will not be made available for backups on
the HQ or satellite servers. 

 

QUESTION 8

You need to recommend a change to USP_3 to ensure that the procedure continues to execute even if one of the
UPDATE statements fails. Which change should you recommend? 

A. Set the XACT_ABORT option to off. 

B. Set the XACT_ABORT option to on. 

C. Set the IMPLICIT_TRANSACTIONS option to off. 
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D. Set the IMPLICIT_TRANSACTIONS option to on. 

Correct Answer: A 

*

 Scenario: A stored procedure named USP_3 is used to update prices. USP_3 is composed of several UPDATE
statements called in sequence from within a transaction. Currently, if one of the UPDATE statements fails, the stored
procedure continues to execute. 

*

 When SET XACT_ABORT is OFF, in some cases only the Transact-SQL statement that raised the error is rolled back
and the transaction continues processing. 

 

QUESTION 9

You have a server named Server1 that has 16 processors. 

You plan to deploy multiple instances of SQL Server 2014 to Server1. You need to recommend a method to allocate
processors to each instance. 

What should you include in the recommendation? 

More than one answer choice may achieve the goal. Select the BEST answer. 

A. Processor affinity 

B. Windows System Resource Manager (WSRM) 

C. Max Degree of Parallelism 

D. Resource Governor 

Correct Answer: A 

CPU affinity management through Windows System Resource Manager is not recommended for SQL Server multi-
instance management. Instead, use the processor affinity settings in SQL Server. Reference: Server Properties
(Processors Page) 

 

QUESTION 10

You need to recommend a solution to minimize the amount of time it takes to execute USP_1. 

With what should you recommend replacing Table1? 

A. An indexed view 

B. A function 

C. A table variable 

D. A temporary table 
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Correct Answer: D 

Scenario: A stored procedure named USP_1 generates millions of rows of data for multiple reports. USP_1 combines
data from five different tables from the Sales and Customers databases in a table named Table1. 

After Table1 is created, the reporting process reads data from a table in the Products database and searches for
information in Table1 based on input from the table. After the process is complete, Table1 is deleted. 

 

QUESTION 11

You plan to deploy a database to SQL Azure. 

You must create two tables named Table 1 and Table 2 that will have the following specifications: 

Table1 will contain a date column named Column1 that will contain a null value approximately 80 percent of the time. 

Table2 will contain a column named Column2 which is the product of two other columns in Table2. 

Both Table1 and Table2 will contain over one million rows. 

You need to recommend which options must be defined for the columns. The solution must minimize the time it takes to
retrieve data from the tables. 

Which options should you recommend? To answer, drag the appropriate options to the correct column in the answer
area. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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* Sparse columns are ordinary columns that have an optimized storage for null values. Sparse columns reduce the
space requirements for null values at the cost of more overhead to retrieve nonnull values. Consider using sparse
columns 

when the space saved is at least 20 percent to 40 percent. 

* A Persisted column would be faster to retrieve. 

* A computed column is computed from an expression that can use other columns in the same table. The expression
can be a noncomputed column name, constant, function, and any combination of these connected by one or more 

operators. 

Unless otherwise specified, computed columns are virtual columns that are not physically stored in the table. Their
values are recalculated every time they are referenced in a query. The Database Engine uses the PERSISTED keyword
in the 

CREATE TABLE and ALTER TABLE statements to physically store computed columns in the table. Their values are
updated when any columns that are part of their calculation change. 

 

QUESTION 12

You need to recommend a disaster recovery solution for the Dev database. 

What should you include in the recommendation? 

A. The simple recovery model and full backups 

B. The bulk-logged recovery model and full backups 

C. The full recovery model, full backups, and differential backups 

D. The full recovery model, full backups, and transaction log backups 

Correct Answer: A 

*

 Scenario: You must be able to recover data from the Dev database if data is lost accidentally. You have a Recovery
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Point Objective (RPO) of one day. 

*

 The simple recovery model provides the simplest form of backup and restore. This recovery model supports both
database backups and file backups, but does not support log backups. Transaction log data is backed up only with the
associated user data. The absence of log backups simplifies managing backup and restore. . However, a database can
be restored only to the end of the most recent backup. 

Incorrect: 

Not B: The bulk-logged recovery model is a special-purpose recovery model that should be used only intermittently to
improve the performance of certain largescale bulk operations, such as bulk imports of large amounts of data. 

 

QUESTION 13

You have a server named Server1 that has 2 processors. 

You plan to deploy multiple instances of SQL Server 2014 to Server1. Each instance will have multiple databases. 

You need to recommend a method to allocate processor time to each database. 

What should you include in the recommendation? 

More than one answer choice may achieve the goal. Select the BEST answer. 

A. Resource Governor 

B. Max Degree of Parallelism 

C. Windows System Resource Manager (WSRM) 

D. Processor affinity 

Correct Answer: A 

SQL Server Resource Governor is a feature than you can use to manage SQL Server workload and system resource
consumption. Resource Governor enables you to specify limits on the amount of CPU, physical IO, and memory that 

incoming application requests can use. 

Reference: Resource Governor 

Incorrect: 

D: PROCESS AFFINITY 

Enables hardware threads to be associated with CPUs. 

 

QUESTION 14

You are building a stored procedure for a Windows Azure SQL Database. The procedure will add multiple rows to a
table. 
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You need to design the stored procedure to meet the following requirements: 

If any of the new rows violates a table constraint, then no further additions must be attempted and all changes made by
the stored procedure must be discarded. 

If any errors occur, a row must be added to an audit table, and the original error must be returned to the caller of the
stored procedure. 

What should you include in the design? 

A. An explicit transaction that has XACT_ABORT disabled 

B. An implicit transaction that has error handling enabled 

C. An explicit transaction that has error handling enabled 

D. An implicit transaction that has XACT.ABORT enabled 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 15

You are designing a monitoring application for a new SQL Server 2014 instance. 

You need to recommend a solution to generate a report that displays the 10 most frequent wait types that occur for the
instance. 

What should you include in the recommendation? 

More than one answer choice may achieve the goal. Select the BEST answer. 

A. The SQL Server error log 

B. The sys.dm_os_wait_stats dynamic management view 

C. The DBCC SQLPERF(WAITSTATS) command 

D. SQL Server Profiler 

Correct Answer: B 

sys.dm_os_wait_stats 

Returns information about all the waits encountered by threads that executed. You can use this aggregated view to
diagnose performance issues with SQL Server and also with specific queries and batches. 

Columns include: 

waiting_tasks_count 

Number of waits on this wait type. This counter is incremented at the start of each wait. 

Reference: 
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sys.dm_db_wait_stats (Windows Azure SQL Database) 
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